4th Bruce Wine Memorial Conference

Ethical Perspectives on ‘Fit’ and Fidelity in Clinical Practice
Featuring The Red Well Theater Group

Saturday, September 23, 2017
Registration: 8:30-9am
Program: 9am-12:30pm

Silver Spring Civic Building at Veterans Plaza
One Veterans Place
Silver Spring, MD 20910

The Bruce Wine Memorial Fund and ICP+P present:
The play, Dinner with Friends, by Donald Margulies, is a cautionary tale about the vagaries of compatibility
and commitment in long-term relationships—platonic, professional, romantic, and familial. The play will be
presented as a parable about complex questions in clinical practice that have neither easy nor proscribed
answers:
“What unconscious personal biases and values inform therapist ethical decision making?”
“Am I a ‘good enough’ therapist—for this patient, at this time?
“Are my co-therapist and I an effective therapeutic team?”
“Is being a psychotherapist (still) a vocational choice I want to commit to?”
This interactive program will give participants an opportunity to explore these and related questions, as they
might be relevant to their clinical practice.
At the conclusion of this program, participants will be able to:
1. Recognize ethical issues related to effective working relationships—between therapist and client,
colleague-to-colleague, and self to the profession.
2. Identify personal values and biases that inform ethical decision making in clinical practice.
3. Apply a collaborative decision making process to the resolution of ethical dilemmas.

This conference is appropriate for clinicians at all levels of experience.

Offering 3 Ethics CEs
About our Presenters:
The Red Well Theater Group of Washington, D.C. contributes to the professional development of
psychotherapists through continuing education presentations that combine a dramatic reading of a stage
play with clinically informed commentary and a moderated audience discussion. The mission is to illuminate
and explore themes related to ethical clinical practice and therapist wellbeing, in and beyond the consulting
room. Members of the Red Well Theater Group share a love of theater and a commitment to dynamic
therapy training and practice, approaching each discipline as a healing art.
Robert Schulte, MSW is a clinical social worker and psychotherapist in practice in Old Town Alexandria, VA.
He is a graduate of the ICP+P Psychotherapy Training Program. Bob is also a faculty member of the
Washington School of Psychiatry National Group Psychotherapy Institute.
What is the Bruce Wine Memorial Conference?
Bruce Wine was a founding member of ICP+P. The Bruce Wine Memorial Fund was created in 2008 with a
mission to sponsor conferences that bring creative and innovative theoretical and clinical perspectives to
ICP+P and to the larger mental health community. The Fund’s central mission is focused on fulfilling Bruce’s
wish to bring cutting edge thought to theory building and clinical practice.
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Offering 3 Ethics CEs
Continuing education credit: 3 CE credits available for full attendance. The Institute of Contemporary Psychotherapy and
Psychoanalysis (ICP+P) is approved by the American Psychological Association to sponsor continuing education for psychologists.
ICP+P maintains responsibility for this program and its content. ICP+P is approved by the Maryland Board of Social Work Examiners
to offer Category I continuing education credit. Because ICP+P has approval from the Maryland Board, CE credit hours awarded by
ICP+P may also be claimed by social workers licensed in Virginia and the District of Columbia. These continuing education credits
meet the ANCC approval standards for nurses and the approved standards for marriage and family therapists. Attendees from the
above professional groups will earn 3 CE credits for attending the conference. Full attendance is required to receive the designated
CE credit. ICP+P is accredited by MedChi, the Maryland State Medical Society to provide continuing medical education for
physicians. ICP+P designates this educational activity for a maximum of 3 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)TM. Physicians should only
claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

The Red Well Theater Group of Washington, D.C. and the planners have informed us that they do not have a conflict of interest and
have disclosed that they have no relevant financial relationship with any commercial interests pertaining to this educational activity.
Additionally, the presenters have been instructed to disclose any limitations of data and unlabeled or investigational uses of
products during this presentation. This presentation will not contain any references to off-label (non-FDA approved) use of products
or devices.

CE Credit is granted to participants with documented attendance at individual workshops and completed evaluation
forms for those sessions. Credit will not be granted to registrants who are more than 15 minutes late or depart more
than 15 minutes early from a session. Please arrive at least 10 minutes before the scheduled start time of 9:00 am to
allow time to check in.

Registration Form
Name _________________________________________________Professional Designation _________________
Address____________________________________________ City, State & Zip _____________________________
Email_____________________________________________________ Phone _________________________________
Conference Fees
Free for ICP+P Members

$90 for Non-members

$35 for Unaffiliated Students

For more information, to request reasonable accommodations, or to register online, please visit
www.icpeast.org or email administrator@icpeast.org.
To register by mail, send this page and payment to:
ICP+P
4601 Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 8
Washington, DC 20008
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